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Other Environmental Prospects We Can Help With!
• General Construction Firms
• Fire & Water Restoration Contractors
• Mold/Asbestos/Lead Contractors
• Asphalt and Paving Contractors
• Environmental Contractors
• Waste Water Treatment Plants

• Landfills
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• School Districts
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Owners or Managers
• Property Transfers Including Purchase &
Sales, Mergers & Acquisitions
• Roustabouts, Freshwater Haulers, &
Fracking Support Contractors
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What is a MGA?
A Managing General Agent (MGA) is an insurance agency or brokerage
that is granted authority by an insurance company to administer insurance
programs and negotiate contracts on its behalf. The MGA acts as an
intermediary between the carrier and retail insurance agents or wholesale
brokers. However, an MGA is more than just an extension of an insurance
company. It is group of underwriters who specialize in a particular risk
class and/or coverage line; commonly MGAs are involved with complex,
unusual lines of coverage that require specialized expertise to underwrite.

Why Should Agents or Brokers Use an MGA?

The world is ever changing and evolving. The standard or general
insurance market is not always willing or able to respond to these
changes, leading to specialized sectors and markets within the industry.
MGAs are a prime example of just this. They are commonly formed
to write unusual or complex lines of coverage or provide coverage for
unconventional risks that standard markets might not write. In fact, the
insurance company granting authority to the MGA may not normally write
the specific coverage or certain risks except through an appointed MGA.
They are comfortable writing coverage with an MGA, because practiced
underwriters in the MGA are familiar with and experienced in the specific
risk or specialized coverage.

These MGA advantages translate to benefits to agents and brokers as well. Working with a specialized
group of underwriters on a particular risk or coverage ensures you are receiving knowledge and expertise on
that placement. For example, the ARMR MGA specializes in restoration and remediation contractors. The
underwriters in our MGA have in-depth knowledge on restoration contractors including their operations, industry
trends, and specific coverage needs. A general underwriter at another insurance company may be willing to
write coverage for a restoration contractor, but they might not have the proficiency in the class that the ARMR
MGA has. They may not truly understand the risks that restoration contractors face and, therefore, may not
construct coverage to cover them for their full operations performed or the liabilities they face.
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What Sets the ARMR MGA Apart From Other MGAs?
American Risk Management Resources Network, LLC (ARMR) operates
within two arenas of the environmental insurance industry space: the
brokerage side and as an MGA. With that said, our brokerage and MGA
portions are separate and operate independently. Our MGA is like most
other MGAs out there; we work with retail agents and wholesale brokers,
we negotiate coverage terms, and we bind policies. However, the ARMR
MGA sets itself apart in three distinct ways: environmental insurance
industry knowledge, restoration contractor industry expertise, and an
understanding of how brokers and agents work.

The first one is in environmental insurance industry knowledge. We are
fortunate enough to learn from the creator of the Contractors Environmental
Liability (CEL) policy, which is commonly referred to by its infamous product name, Contractors Pollution Liability
(CPL). This policy was originally designed for nuclear bombsite clean-up contractors and has evolved from there.
ARMR MGA underwriters are keyed into the history of environmental insurance as well as recent advancements
and changes in the industry, so we are well versed in all things environmental insurance.
The ARMR MGA’s expertise in the restoration contractor industry comes from the early beginnings of ARMR
itself. ARMR originally started and, for a while, solely focused on the insurance needs for restoration contractors.
Underwriters in the ARMR MGA have learned the business because of this; for example, learning how
restoration contractors operate and how they are trained comes from ARMR staff’s involvement in restoration
tradeshows and various professional associations for restoration and cleaning contractors. Having this “insider
knowledge” makes the ARMR MGA competitive coverage-wise and pricing-wise. It also allows us to stay up-todate on the restoration industry and adapt our insurance policies to meet their needs.
Lastly, our underwriters have a unique understanding of the agents’ and brokers’ job. Not all underwriters have
been a broker in a previous life or have a window into the brokerage world like we do at the ARMR MGA.
This gives us a leg up, because we understand what brokers are dealing with every day. We know folks needs
things fast and are under constant competition. When you work with the ARMR MGA, you will receive effective
selling techniques highlighting certain aspects of the insured’s operations, relevant coverage analysis, and
responsiveness that is unlikely to be found within the industry.
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Who Can Use the ARMR MGA?
Virtually any agent or broker with a surplus lines license can work directly
with the ARMR MGA! While ARMR does have a brokerage side, the
ARMR MGA is separate and works direct with external retail agents and
wholesale brokers. Since the MGA writes coverage with a non-admitted
insurance company, you must hold a surplus lines license in the state for
which the particular risk is domiciled in order to work directly with the
MGA.
If your agency for brokerage does not hold a surplus lines license, don’t
sweat it! ARMR has brokers who are able to seamlessly facilitate a
relationship between your agency and the ARMR MGA. While this does

add a middleman to the equation, you can trust that the ARMR broker will bring a great deal of knowledge and
impeccable service. Also, keep in mind that working with an ARMR broker opens you to the opportunity to write
a great deal of other environmental risks outside of the ARMR MGA’s appetite.
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ARMR MGA Example
Recently the ARMR MGA was able to place a new piece of business
that the other environmental carriers were unwilling to do due to large,
open claims – over $400,000 in open claims! The collective knowledge
of the ARMR MGA and its underwriters in the restoration industry
played a big part in our ability to do so. We were able to evaluate the
claims and discern that changing a few things in how the contractor
operates could prevent similar claims in the future. Offering these risk
management suggestions and knowing they would be effective, made us
feel comfortable writing the account where many other carriers were not.
By having the understanding of the restoration contracting business that
we do, we were able to look past the claims concerns, coordinate and

structure effective preventative measures and offer coverage when many insurance carriers were unwilling. We
pride ourselves on our knowledge and our ability to help in difficult situations.
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